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Abstract—This is a paper study of work done in the field
of Worst Case Execution Time analysis by measurement based
methods. It is done as coursework for the course Seminar on
Embedded Systems (T-106.5840).

I. INTRODUCTION

Worst Case Execution Time (WCET) analysis is done for
real-time applications to find out the maximum amount of
processor time an application requires. The two main ways
of doing this are [1]

• Static WCET analysis, in which the application is ana-
lyzed off-line to produce the maximum running time.

• Measurement based WCET analysis, in which the appli-
cation is run on the target system or a processor simulator
and the WCET is measured.

Hybrid methods combine the approaches of these two.
Static WCET analysis gives an safe upper bound for the

running time approximation. The difficulty in this approach
is to get the estimate tight, i.e. close to the actual WCET.
An overly relaxed WCET approximation is easy to derive, but
useless in most cases. When the processor under study has
dynamic behaviour (e.g. caches, branch prediction), the static
analysis problem becomes difficult.

The measurement based method measures actual execution
times, thus always producing a lower than worst-case result.
This is not safe in hard real-time systems but often sufficient
in soft real-time ones. Dynamic features of processors are do
no pose similar problems as with static methods, but they do
contribute to the uncertainty of the WCET estimate.

II. METHODS

The common method of doing measurement-based WCET
analysis is to use static analysis to divide up the program into
smaller parts (either basic blocks, combinations of these, or
even functions), instrument these and collect the measurement
from the instrumentation. With small variations, this is the
approach is used e.g. in the tools [2]–[4].

Lindgren et al. [5] propose an alternate method where
the execution time is measured end-to-end. In this method
the program Call Flow Graph is analyzed and a number of
measurement runs are made. From the measurement of total
execution time and number of executions of each basic block
a set of linear equations is made. If the input data allows as
many linearly independant execution paths as there are basic
blocks, the execution times of each basic block can be solved.

All measurement based methods suffer from uncertainty if
the processors have dynamic behaviour. By measuring a basic
block only, no guarantees on cache state of the processor at
the entry into a basic block, or its effects on the result, can be
given.

III. INPUT DATA GENERATION

How the problem of input test data coverage is handled
differs between the tools. SYMTA/P [4] calculates the branch
coverage, and highlights not taken branches for the user to
decide if more input tests are needed.

MBTA [2] use model checking to automatically generate
a complete coverage of input tests. This checking formally
calculates proofs that each part of a Call Flow Graph can be
reached, and uses these proofs as input data.

As the formal proof is a computationally heavy approach,
evolutionary algorithms are suggested as a faster way of
finding test cases [6]–[8].

pWCET(later RapiTime) [3] does code coverage tests to
highlight parts of the program not run, and statistical methods
to calculate the WCET from the measured inputs.

IV. APPLICABILITY

Comparatively little has been published on the effectiveness
of measurement-based WCET tools. Gustafsson and Ermedahl
[9] summarize five M.Sc. thesis works describing the use of
different WCET tools in industrial settings. The conclusions
of study state that WCET analysis (mostly static) can have
beneficial impacts on the system under development.

To measure the applicability of measurement based WCET
tools, Bünte and Tautsching propose a set of generic bench-
marks [10] with the FORTAS project [11]. Gustafsson et al.
have an other set of benchmarks available [12].

There is a competition, the WCET Challenge [13], in which
both static and measurement based tools are compared.
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